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 The major assessment for this module.

 Deadline for submission is 14 April 2020

What is this lecture about?



Information Sources (reminder)

Make good use of Web of Science https://wok.mimas.ac.uk/ .

Can be quicker/better to use a highly relevant journal directly (e.g. 
IEEE Trans Nuc Sci or Nucl. Instrum Meth. A).

arXiv, https://arxiv.org/, does not contain everything! Mostly you 
will be looking for preprints in the hep-ex category.

Don’t forget the CERN document server http://cdsweb.cern.ch/

Look to see if there is a high quality review article (see especially 
the journal Rep. Prog. Phys.).

https://wok.mimas.ac.uk/
https://arxiv.org/
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/


Assessment



Assessment – really important note:

e+e-  Z0  l+ l- where l (lepton) is a muon or an electron (ignore )

p+p or p+ p-bar  Z0 + X  l+ l- where l (lepton) is a muon or an 
electron (ignore ) and X is anything else (probably a hadronic jet)



Marking criteria



Format of the report

One cover sheet with your title and student ID number on it 
(please don’t put your name as I wish to ensure anonymous 
marking). Your title should be something like:

Reconstructing the Z boson from decays to electrons using the XYZ 
detector at ABC. 

Up to a maximum of eight (8) pages of text/figures/references. 
Any pages beyond the eighth page of text will not be marked! 

Font size of 12pt for text and 10pt for figure captions and 
references. PDF format file.

DEADLINE: 14 April 2020



Assessment – indicative marking scheme



Assessment – what is my experiment?

A spreadsheet with your name/ID will be up on QM+ before the 
end of today. It will be in the same place as the assessment pro-
forma.



Assessment – any questions?

Photo by <a href="/photographer/immrchris-68463">Chris Baker</a> from 
<a href="https://freeimages.com/">FreeImages</a>



Now it is your turn, what’s wrong/missing 
with this paragraph?

The energy and position of the particles was measured using a high precision 
calorimeter based on scintillating crystals. The excellent energy resolution is 
critical for reconstructing the Higgs boson from its two-photon final state. The 
crystals and their photodetector readout have the required speed and 
radiation tolerance to operate in an experiment within the harsh radiation 
environment of the Large Hadron Collider, Hobson 2009 [1]

[1] P R Hobson et al, Journal of Imaginary Detectors 23 (2009) 123-145


